Schweizer Electronic AG Appoints New Chief Human Resources Officer (CHRO)

The Supervisory Board of Schweizer Electronic AG, Schramberg, decided on 27/07/2010 to appoint Nicolas-Fabian Schweizer (35), graduate in law, Chief Human Resources Officer (CHRO) of the company effective 01/04/2011 for a term of 5 years as part of the strategic corporate development program.

Mr. Schweizer has gathered international experience mainly in the fields of law, human resources and organization development. After his legal education in Germany, Switzerland and the U.S., Mr. Schweizer initially worked as a lawyer in Germany before becoming corporate attorney and then Director Human Resources with an international passenger airport.

Afterwards, Mr. Schweizer changed to the consumer goods industry where he assumed a leading human resources position in Germany, and currently holds the position of a member of the European human resources management mainly responsible for the implementation of the strategic organization development of the British American Tobacco Group in Western Europe.

As of April 2011, Mr. Schweizer will be in charge of the Human Resources and Legal Departments, and will contribute to the enhancement of the corporate development of Schweizer Electronic AG. His appointment by the Supervisory Board will also relieve the Chairman of the Management Board from operative tasks and enable him to focus on the enhancement of the strategic reorientation of the company, which also includes new fields of business.

Mr. Schweizer was raised in Schramberg; he is married with one son, and currently lives in Amsterdam with his family.

Schweizer Electronic AG (WKN 515623) is one of the top three European manufacturers of printed circuit boards with recognised technological and consulting expertise in the automobile, solar and industrial electronics sectors. The company was established in 1849 and is today managed by sixth generation family members.

Schweizer Electronic focuses on complex multi-layer and HDI circuits as well as solutions for the reduction of system costs and the integration of active and passive components in printed circuit boards. In addition, Schweizer Electronic has a wide range of responses to the challenges of modern power electronics. With its partner network, Schweizer Electronic AG offers solutions optimised for cost and production for small, medium and mass series production.
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